HORNE IN-LINE THERMAL DISINFECTION UNIT

ILTDU

For routine thermal disinfection of showers, taps, TMVs, their associated pipe-work feeds, ancillary fittings, mixed water deadleg and terminal outlet fitting using the readily available system temperature hot water supply. Fits to hot and cold supply pipework drops and includes 2 No. 3-way ball valves connected by four way link mechanism for switch between passive and disinfecting mode. Connections by compression fitting for 15mm copper pipe. Manual operation using bespoke key with safety warning (supplied separately).

Manufactured and supplied by Horne Engineering Ltd, PO Box 7, Rankine Street, Johnstone, PA5 8BD
Tel: +44 (0)1505 321455, Fax: +44 (0)1505 336287, email: sales@horne.co.uk